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Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, 
sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender 
questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond 
will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 
gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 3 CR dot org dot au. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot r u 3 CR on demand; Out of the Pan with Sally first 
broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon, thanks for your company. 
 
3 CR broadcasts from the lands of the Kulin Nations, and we pay respect to elders past present 
and emerging. Hello to any Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, First Nations people tuning in from 
whichever land you are on, on this continent and surrounding islands, and we acknowledge all 
the lands were stolen and never ceded always was always will be Aboriginal land. 
 
Out of the Pan is a show covering pansexual issues pan, meaning all; knowing no boundaries of 
sex or gender. I'm Sally Goldner. I use the pronouns she and her and you can get in touch with 
this program by lots of modern means of communication; no the semaphore is long gone. Out of 
the pan 855 at gmail is working. You can SMS 61 456 751 215 Twitter Mastodon blue sky and 
Instagram at salgoldsaidso and that's the bottom line and look for posts on Facebook on my 
page Sally Goldner and out of the pan 3 CR 855 am Melbourne. You can also mail in PO Box 
1277 Collingwood 3066 for anything to do with 3 CR any opinions are expressed on this show 
are strictly my own not those of any organization with which I have been or am still currently 
Associated which could be critical today; Tell you why in a second. We'll deal with any content 
notes as they possibly come up. 
 
Non-stop Midnight Oil to open the show with all of My Country and maybe a little more and 
that's exciting because this week of course the for me anyway, the Midnight Oil documentary 
the hardest line hit your screens and the very big ones and I'm going off to see it on Tuesday 
night sneak preview. And is Daffy Duck once said the sneaks aren't going to like it boom boom, 
and I'm looking forward to that and also going to be talking about bits of my country. Well, I'm 
not mine. It's sort of everyone's our community all that sort of thing. No, not a nice not-for-
profitation, the LGBTQIA+ community and more and yesterday I braved the elephant's all the 
elements and got out there and rugged up and went to the wonderful event that we had Kayleen 
and Allison on the program for last week. 
 
Stonewall from Rebellion to assimilation and some great a great range of viewpoints by all 
speakers. It really was instead of quite you know emotional at times and thought-provoking 
which is what a good panel discussion needs to be. You know, there's a saying I learned many 
years ago about being gently challenge, which I think is a good way to try to communicate with 
people and you know, just move people's opinions on now, sometimes you've got to be a little 
more assertive but it is also about one step at a time and I think this did this so well yesterday a 
great 
 
Range of speakers declaring my bias The Fabulous Kayleen white founder of transgender 
Victoria, which talks about sort of talked about 10 you create change from there's an old saying 
which I had many years ago over 20 years ago. Do you create change from inside or outside 
the system or structure? And of course on this show, the answer is non-binary and it's going to 
depend on circumstances. It's going to depend on the person involved yet lipid it dip and now 
Kayleen for as she said for many years worked in the corporate sector in Wastewater surged as 



an engineer designing Wastewater treated sewage treatment plants. So she worked at 
Parliament House Canberra. Boom. Boom again, seriously, she talked about how she did 
achieve some change in the sector. It wasn't always easy and look at this is a you know, this 
could be an emotive debate. Some people say smash the system. I don't I'm a bit of a cynic. I'm 
not sure any system to be honest is better what than one another and that's probably not 
perhaps the most populist opinion. I could express on 3 CR because I'm a believer that our 
systems only is our structure or a team is only as good as the people in charge of it. And if you 
have the influence which I want to talk about throughout the show today, that's deliberately why 
I was went out of my way to the opinions of my own thing. So I'm gonna have some 
controversial things to say to them in one of those moods where I just I'm in a bit of a hang it 
mode 3 CR management. Don't worry won't little beak. It'll probably still be careful and balanced 
but it is possible there was criticism of some of our community organizations, which is 
something I want to talk about from Natalie from Ivy league a highly passionate speech from 
Baz queer Arabs Australia. 
 
You and a very, you know, well, I'll say well approach thing that got you thinking about a sort of 
sheet of little stickers came around at the start of the show the panel discussion. We didn't really 
know why and some people took one and there were 21 on them and at the end of Baz's talk 
that has talked about what that represents in the time this whole panel discussions going, that's 
the number of Palestinian children have been killed now. That's I think I'm not going to get into 
the Palestinian debate per se but I think that's a very clever way to communicate and get it, you 
know positively to people's hearts and feelings on the issue and that certainly gives us a good 
tactic as to what I wanted to some of the things I want to talk about today. So yeah, really really 
well done Alison Thorne. 
 
And who was the last speaker? I mean, you know look Alison Thorne is just again, look, I've 
known Alison for nearly 25 years along with Debbie Brendan. Now, they've been on the show 
many times and on this station many times their sense of community is the ability to build is just 
incredible and I really think that you can't really sort of go past what I was in the sea. 
 
Her sense of sort of commentary and her ability to find positives and constructive thought in 
particular in these difficult times is really really amazing. And you know, I'm just looking here at a 
post by the fabulous trance sisters United some of whom are present on 3 CR including 
queering the air at 3 p.m. This afternoon after  Freedom of species and rRotations and on 
freedom of species today while I think about it will mention it again later talking about 
whistleblowers in the animal agriculture Industries in Australia's treatment of them always 
diverse stuff on freedom of species, but a great post that was put up this morning on transistors 
United page Bassam speak to resonating deeply stirring emotions and connecting with 
attendees and 
 
Contribution of trans women of colour to the stone Uprising and and also Graham, will it who I'm 
hoping to get on the show next week to talk about the upcoming Hemi sexual histories 
conference. Why do I always say homosexual that way? It's just a habit was also gave some 
great overview of Stonewall and some of the sort of myths. I must admit I've fallen for the myth 
in the past that the some of the drag queens at Stonewall bar on the night of the 
 
First night of the riots were emotional because of the funeral of Judy Garland. Graham Willett 
says there's no evidence of that; I'm not sure how you'd probably find out anyway, and it's sort 
of been hard to track who was really there. It's apparently there were more people there than 
their active saying they were there than there actually were so it was a huge sort of, you know 



piece of work a great panel discussion. And you know, it's I think it's a huge range of 
perspectives and 
 
Well Chad and I think that it's just so important that you know, we do this and there's a quote 
which I must have been I must have missed I did have to duck out of the room for a second 
activism should be without ego disagree respectfully Community spaces are sacred spaces 
protect them lights definitely going to lead in to some things. I want to talk about throughout the 
show today, so 
 
Lovely to meet a lovely person from Perth who was over for the event, you know, and it was just 
a really nice event and sort of good range of perspectives and it was one of those very different 
perspectives. You might not have agreed with all of them. But as that quote just said disagree 
respectfully, even if you disagreed with something, you know, the comments were for heartfelt 
and that's sort of what we need in our because I want to talk about what I see. Unfortunately 
,some things we need to I'll say swing the pendulum back to the balance. So I in my what do I 
play today on the show found this CD from way way back In 1989 from Tanya Bowra. 've 
forgotten about it in my collection. Yes. I'm still on CDs. Let's be music medium diverse and 
respect or and tolerate things he's back from this album called Heaven and Earth. It's called No 
proposition 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot org dot a you 3 CR on demand out of the pan 
with Sally. 
 
Sound on the solidarity this year Randy Orton fundraising June 20 2014 during a call 0 3 9 4 
1983 double seven or donate online at 3. CR dot org dot Tau 3 CR radiothon 2024 sound on for 
solidarity. 
 
Consumer law touches on many aspects of what we do every day consumer action Law Center 
has lawyers financial counsellors and policy experts who specialize in issues such as unfair 
contract terms and deceptive or dodgy business practices, like excessive pricing or 
irresponsible lending consumer action Law Center provides free legal information and advice. 
 
And pursues litigation on behalf of consumers experiencing disadvantage across Victoria 
consumer action Law Center currently focuses on getting Justice for people who have been sold 
lemon cars ripped off by insurance companies scanned and denied help from their bank or if 
you use hardship concessions from telecommunications and energy companies find out how 
consumer action Law Center can help you at consumer action dot org dot EU the Federation of 
Community Legal centres is a 3 CR supporter. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot org dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally first 
broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon Australian Eastern Standard Time. 
Thanks for your company a show covering pansexual issues at last report. We've still got some 
radiothon Target to get in on for out of the pan that is and all of 3 CR over also. 
 
You still at the time of I me speaking right now have 11 hours and 36 and a half minutes. If you 
want to donate or donate again and get a tax deduction for this year. Of course, once ticks over 
onto the first of July. Well, we can't get it in for another 12 months. But also, yes watch out for all 
those accountants in the streets tonight for end of financial year with their ties are the Red 
Power ties around their neck , and the jackets looking, you know, they're dark jackets looking a 
bit Askew and that's only the women are non-binary ones. Boom. Boom. Yeah, seriously, we 
wouldn't care about that at all in any way. Yes, please support 3 CR, please support out of the 
pan and help us make sure we can run the station efficiently and effectively we don't take 
government grants. We don't take sort of things like that and that's a nice lead-in back Sally 



segue here to what something that Alison Thorne said yesterday radical women Freedom 
Socialist Party. You know, she said well people say to her. Why don't you um, you apply for 
Grants and make bigger because we don't want to compromise our independence and now 
that's a fair, you know, that's a reasonable opinion which Freedom Socialist Party radical 
women follow in 3 CR follow, but I'm going to leave it in on one of 
 
Some concerns I have about our community that yes, we deserve government LGBTIQA+ 
communities deserve Government funding. We all know of the research talks at the 
disadvantage and we should have got what we had and a lot more and it still needs a lot more a 
long time ago. Here's the wall panel dry humour warped sense of humour intended the sixty-
four Thousand Dollar Question. Does it compromise your independence if you get if you get it, 
well, it doesn't have to but it needs people of strength to assertively stand up for what they 
believe problem. Do we push people away what who are assertive out of communities? Do we 
disagree respectfully or not? I'm not so sure and activism without ego, I've noticed in the last I'm 
going to say about 7 to 8 years give or take six to eight. Let's not get to hear splitty that our 
we've lost descent if we had a sense of community or communities in our advocacy and 
activism. We've become to use a word that I invented managerialized, which combines 
corporatized politicized and bureaucratized and the humanity is less than it was and I think 
that's a problem. 
 
But also the easy go in there and people in there for the wrong reasons. I remember a meeting 
in the late teens which is and two other people from a community organization that I was 
involved in met with a senior bureaucrat in the Victorian government who said and I quote I'm 
very new to this LGBTI (sic) area it but it'll be a good career move for me. I'll really is that all we 
are a remove and apparently when my concern about that came back. I was told that I shouldn't 
be so judgmental. Give me a break, but I'm also concerned about careerists who are using our 
community and it organizations in it too much for themselves now. Yes, you've got to be I'll be 
careful here. Yes, we want to do it. But where's the heart? Where's the sense of compassion? 
And I feel in our rush to be managed you realized that we need to get all these. 
 
It's an have access to power. I feel that we are a cutting off from Community. We're not building 
enough community at the Grassroots and there's not enough connection. How do we get 
feedback from the Grassroots and a range of people and activism without ego and disagreeing 
respectfully listening respectfully; how do we do that? Because I'm just I feel like it's very 
different to you know, 30 years ago now yes things change and yes, there's more people out 
and we've got this in turn these wacky things this technology internet and social media and stuff 
those things are important, but have we become too I'm going to have to say this corporatized 
have we lost the Grassroots? One of the things that I think Melbourne / Nam does well for queer 
people and probably another smaller niche communities is we do seem to build reasonably well 
from the grassroot's up, but and I'm going to say this careful. I don't want to get into intercity 
rivalries. Sydney is a bit more top-down corporate, but I think we've swung too far the Sydney 
way and when you consider that Anthony Albanese is from Sydney and is only taking that 
approach do we have a case of unconscious bias, or is it even wilful deliberate bias? Because 
I'm not really feeling represented by the federal labor government on a few fronts. 
 
First of all, whenever they mention they do say LGBTIQA plus but then they say it doesn't 
matter who you love as a trans person that's nothing to do with who I love I will hope that I'm 
being an ally for people with variation of sex characteristics that is not about who you love. It is 
about your body differing from societal medical expectations about male or female and varies 
from the X what we called that expected. 
 



Will Fame oh, so are we being represented? And why does this keep going on and I'm also 
going to throw a controversial point in in light of the fact that the reforms needed to the sex 
Discrimination Act to stop discrimination in religious schools again, students and teachers say 
have seemed to be put off again now that we're probably what within a year give or take of 
when a federal election is going to be called. 
 
And there's two parts to that is there that our federal labor government still hasn't got it nerve 
back from 2019 with its unexpected loss or are some people setting things up. So that within 
weight they get into certain positions. Is it possible that they're holding off on these reforms and 
then they'll take the credit for them. Now that may sound cynical conspiracy theorist 
controversial whatever but I know some of the personalities 
 
Our communities and I can't help wondering if that's going on in the meantime that's means 
more people suffer as someone just put on a post that means there's more mental health 
problems for queer students and teachers at schools that enforce these exemptions. It should 
be pointed out that not all religious schools do one school writing to one of the numerous 
inquiries since 2017. When we even know there was a, you know, sort of what was it 61.6% 
voted. Yes in 
 
Our of marriage equality. We still have to go through it. They have to go through this rigmarole 
to apease some loud people who having a hissy fit that not everyone wants to grovel to their 
opinions and I'm not saying that it's about religion overall. It's some elements of religion who 
couldn't accept that result and who can't accept who say that they're under attack because 
people just say sorry we disagree no well. Anyway, you know one of those schools I said write a 
submission into this issue and it was about three lines one paragraph We have never used the 
religious exemptions do not see that we would need to and so I won't or something like pretty 
close to that. So now why is the government so hesitant? Why does some elements of religion 
think that they can enforce their religion on everyone else and let's get away from anything that 
with freedom of religion. What does freedom of religion actually mean I 
 
I understood it meant that you could worship safely in your own place of worship including your 
own home without fear of will say retaliation or intimidation as I just said it's not intimidation to 
say look. I know thanks just don't want your belief system. It's not about the right of religion to 
do whatever it wants and then let's go and go somewhere else. You know, when we hear of 
numerically smaller religions being vilified religion isn't a simple in terms of anti-discrimination. 
 
Law as things such as say sexual orientation where we know I'm the power structure is that 
heterosexuals have the power and privilege or other things being equal compared to gay 
lesbian bi plus Ace and any + + + + + I've never you know, despite what people that's also 
debunk a myth that it is not discrimination against heterosexuals to for example say that we 
need a gay or lesbian or bi person in a certain job. There is no sort of state anti-discrimination 
law allows for that sort of, you know positive discrimination. If you are saying in lgbtiq a plus 
organization, so, you know, the thing is religion. There are as I say the bigger numeric I'm going 
to say apparently numerically dominant faiths and then you've got your smaller ones. 
 
Really need the protection and that can be Islam. It can be seeks it can be we can and not you 
know, not that it's my thing that it could be satanic worship, you know, if that's your worship and 
you're just doing it and you're not interfering with their own else or pressuring anyone else to be 
part of your religion. You've got a right to do that. So how do we find that balance and it just 
seems that the government's given up. Well the reality is that 
 



That the government if someone said to me you have to put a five dollar bet on the result of the 
next federal election based on what you know today my B would be a minority labor government 
eating crossbench support the Liberal Party May pick up one or two back up one or two of the 
teal seats, but I don't think it'll be enough and I don't think label would lose enough. Now. The 
last thing I'll call myself is an electoral analyst but that would be the reasonable five-dollar bill. 
Gambling gamble responsibly preferably not at all. Seriously. The thing is the government's 
going to have the Alp if neck case would have to get used to negotiating with the 
crossbenchers. So why not do it now? Is it that some people are waiting to delay things and 
corporate cause more needless suffering so they can take glory interesting thoughts. Welcome 
your thoughts on these issues and other things that I want to talk about after we have another 
track and and yeah out of the pan 855 at gmail SMS six one four five six seven five 1215 Twitter 
Mastodon Blue Sky Instagram at sell gold said so and that's the bottom line and 3 CR 855 am 
out of the pan 3 CR 85/50 am Melbourne and Sally Gardner on Facebook. 
 
In the meantime. Let's have a listen to Colin Hay who's at Hema Hall tonight? Hello Colin, if 
you're in town and just flipping your dial as they do to 3 CR his one of his most well-known 
tracks from early from originally on Topanga. He's an acoustic version from going somewhere. 
Who knows where we're going waiting for my real life to begin 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR 
dot org dot U 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally. 
 
3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3. CR dot org dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally first 
broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. We just 
heard from Colin Hay who have said is playing tonight at Hema Hall. I think there's still some 
tickets going but so get on to the just hit. I'm Colin hamer Hall and you would be able to get one 
waiting for my real life to begin, you know. 
 
When it's going to begin again, yes things that we have to contemplate that also, you know 
things that we have to contemplate, you know Community as I said, have we pull pushed the 
swung the pendulum too far and that Ali Felts from IV made some good comments about the 
sort of yes yesterday at the from Stonewall Rebellion to 
 
Assimilation panel discussion saying that you know, I look now is it all very well to go and do 
diversity education when we've got trans people or homeless. Well, look, I know I see where 
that's coming from. You might see as trans homelessness is you know, obviously bigger 
problem. We is housing a human right all that sort of thing. But now look declaring my bias is 
someone who turned in like the last 10 years. I saw a lot of whatever income. 
 
Head through diversity education, you know, I'm going to question the word or we need bits of 
both and the government should be state government in an Ideal World and federal government 
would be funding homelessness for disadvantaged people of all sorts and know, you know, 
that's a fair call. But you know the question then comes about, you know, sort of you know, how 
do we know and this is about having 
 
Room for everybody and it does big questions about community and who's being left behind 
and who's not being, you know being brought along because I think part of the problem with the 
assimilationists that approach that's been taken which was sort of in the title of the stone wall 
panel discussion yesterday. Is it for those who wear it is eat who for whom it is easier to 
assimilate they've come further and now let's look at that on the air. 
 
LGBTI that is obviously gnl this as I always put it this We're just like you heterosexuals, except 
well homosexual don't tell anyone. Yeah, which is great. But how do you then assimilate you 



explain that? Simply if you're trans, I'll look my gender identity doesn't quite fit expectations 
given my body which is accurate. It's what people expect it might give them my body at Birth in 
in in in an engineer and on we go and 
 
Intersex people look my body doesn't fit, you know sort of societal expectations of sex 
characteristics and by will look someday, you know some days I'm going to be with someone's 
going on. So we've been thrown under the bus and then we add in other intersectionalities, you 
know age and neurodivergent switch. I still think when only on the tip of the iceberg on in queer 
communities, but possibly the whole of society and not you know, whilst total acknowledging the 
issues. 
 
I spy people on the autism spectrum and ADHD, which are the two often most talked about 
forms of neurodivergent saw all sorts of it and how old a queer people we've had to battle to find 
any of gender identity expression sexual romantic orientation sex, you know finding out about 
their sex variation of sex characteristics get through all that and then it's long. I'll do we need I'm 
being a little exaggerated here or do we need any more labels and won't look at it. 
 
And then acknowledging my privilege as someone who is white neither Aboriginal or Torres 
Strait Islander, you know, the intersection of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and queer 
including sister girls and brother boys and people of color sort of I just I'm worried that this 
corporate this managerialism that I talked about earlier in this assimilation. ISM has left too 
many people behind and a lot of people are feeling it but the sixty-four thousand dollar question 
is what are we going to 
 
Do and there's schools of thought on this some people say that some of our organizations are 
well relatively polite work Cactus and we need to start again. Some are saying do we you know 
sort of well do a my words a benign Insurgency approach and try to take them over which to 
some extent pride in protest has had some success with in the monolith. That is a corporate 
monolith. 
 
That is Mardi Gras. So all sorts of factors to consider in terms of building community. And our 
we do how do we do it because as I said earlier, I think we're leaving behind the too much of the 
Grassroots and look I'll just say don't be fooled by appearances. I'm going to say this. Please 
don't ever call me middle-class. I don't feel it and by any objective measure I'm not and I'm 
trying to hold. 
 
Bias for all of us because I think that we're not doing well enough and I've always felt that way 
so, you know that we can always keep doing better. Sorry is what I'm wanting to say here. So 
welcome your thoughts and something we need to keep about which we need to keep talking. 
So yeah, let's have your thoughts on these issues while we here. 
 
Some more ass trial in music this time from Shane Howard from his second solo album River 
and which one will we go for and 
 
Well, hmm. Let's have a listen to this old favorite because maybe in terms of community. This is 
where we're at. If the well runs dry 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot-org w3c our on-demand 
out of the pan with Sally. 
 
3 CR and treatment will invite you all to Julian Assange's birthday party on the 3rd of July at 
11:00 a.m. Outside the UK Consulate in Melbourne. It's also the eve of the UK election. So do 
join us for a spot of sovereignty in democracies gonz and converted our mock polling booths. 



Boot 123 Julian now, otherwise, yes you to be highly illegal have to put the UK in jail or vote to 
to criminalize journalism. Polly will be Swift and the after party will be at Cheltenham balls. Yes 
all the way down a highway from 
 
6:30 p.m. With Julian's Father John Shipton for more information do visit truth not war.com tell 
you who to bring Julian Assange free. 
 
Hello, this is Leroy McQueen. And you're listening to out of the pan on 3 CR. 
 
Yee and hars and has to non-binary performer Leroy McQueen nothing like a music of all the 
non-binary kinds and that's the sort of Music we've had today Rock lighter acoustic sort of 
acoustic rock and will have an instrumental to close the show at 54 minutes and 17 seconds. 
Here's the wrestling mention. Yes self-indulgent, but you can if you go to the social media 
YouTube in particular and social media for Alpha pro wrestling listen to my debut ever 
commentary. I'm doing it live and on the world's worst perfectionist creative sort of person and 
even I'm pretty happy with it for a first shot and goodness me. I'll be back again at Pipeworks in 
Thomastown on July 13th. See you there for Alpha energy six. Okay. There's the wrestling out 
of the way prior to the messages. We heard from Shane Howard from River and if the well runs 
dry 
 
Once again freedom of species coming up very very soon around 5 minutes time if you're 
listening at live and if you're listening on podcast or repeat or on-demand check out freedom of 
species program great animal advocacy. And once again freedom of species on the show that 
airs on the 30th of June 2020 for will be talking about whistle blows in the animal agriculture 
Industries in Australia is treatment of said whistleblowers. So yep tune into that. Keep it locked 
on 3 CR as often as possible, but if you do want to well multitask somehow and have the alpha 
wrestling stuff on in the background good for you.  
 
What else is going on in terms of stuff? Yep. I think there's a poly Vic social today. I would oh 
Polly social organized by The Fabulous Cassie and I can't remember where it was. But see if 
you can scratch it out on social media for your polyamorous that is into multiple ethical 
relationships and there's some queer TV, of course on 31 / 44 on Friday evening, and that just 
about gets us through and out of here. So freedom of species at one rotations at to query there 
at three Salam radio show at for is your afternoons listening on 3 CR sound on for solidarity. 
And yeah, please support out of the pan to get us over the line on our radiothon target of $1550, 
I've got to get out of here and make way for freedom of species. So take it out today. As I said 
with an instrumental which pays tribute to Mike Oldfield with more of the music of all the non-
binary kinds and it's the Magnificent Seven and Tubular Cowbells. Thanks for tuning in to out of 
the pan. I'm Sally Goldner catchya next week. 
 
You've been listening to a 3 CR podcast if you found it valuable, please consider donating or 
subscribing to support Independent Community radio to find out more good 3 CR dot org Dot. 
 


